VIBRALITE3 VIBRATION WATCHES
Great for Private and Confidential Reminders! Has auto-reset countdown timer. The vibration on your wrist from VIBRALITE3 will remind you to do any important thing without annoying others. What's really great is that you don't have to hear the alarm to know that it's signalling you.
This watch is especially nice for pilots, students (taking exams), and of course the deaf and hard of hearing. Since the watch also features an Auto Reload Countdown Timer, it can be the ideal answer for those who need reminding of times to take medicine, schedule daily activities and more.

12 OR 24 Hour CLOCK SELECTION
STOPWATCH counts up to 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 59.99 seconds
3 TIME ZONES can be set for reference
EL LIGHT: turns on by a twist of the wrist or the push of a button. Light stays on while any button is pushed, for settings in the dark.
3 TIME ZONES can be set for reference
STOPWATCH counts up to 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 59.99 seconds

USER ALARM OPTIONS: Vibration, Sound, and Hourly Alert ON or OFF choices are set and Secure in separate Option Mode.

EL LIGHT: turns on by a twist of the wrist or the push of a button. Light stays on while any button is pushed, for settings in the dark.
3 TIME ZONES can be set for reference
STOPWATCH counts up to 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 59.99 seconds

VIBRALITE 8 VIBRATION WATCHES

8 MODEL VL8A-BK - Black Polyurethane Band
EIGHT VIBRATION ALARMS for variable reminders up to 8 alarms can be preset
COUNTDOWN TIMER with Auto Repeat Feature for interval reminders. set when wanting the same alarm time to repeat automatically each time the countdown timer reaches zero.
USER ALARM OPTIONS: Vibration, Sound, and Hourly Alert ON or OFF choices are set and Secure in separate Option Mode.

EL LIGHT: turns on by a twist of the wrist or the push of a button. Light stays on while any button is pushed, for settings in the dark.
3 TIME ZONES can be set for reference
STOPWATCH counts up to 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 59.99 seconds
12 OR 24 Hour CLOCK SELECTION
- One Year Warranty

MODEL VL8SL-BK - Genuine black leather band
EIGHT VIBRATION ALARMS for variable reminders up to 8 alarms can be preset
COUNTDOWN TIMER with Auto Repeat Feature for interval reminders. set when wanting the same alarm time to repeat automatically each time the countdown timer reaches zero.
USER ALARM OPTIONS: Vibration, Sound, and Hourly Alert ON or OFF choices are set and Secure in separate Option Mode.

EL LIGHT: turns on by a twist of the wrist or the push of a button. Light stays on while any button is pushed, for settings in the dark.
3 TIME ZONES can be set for reference
STOPWATCH counts up to 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 59.99 seconds
12 OR 24 Hour CLOCK SELECTION

MODEL VBL8S-GT - Stainless Steel Band with genuine gold trim.
EIGHT VIBRATION ALARMS for variable reminders up to 8 alarms can be preset
COUNTDOWN TIMER with Auto Repeat Feature for interval reminders. set when wanting the same alarm time to repeat automatically each time the countdown timer reaches zero.
USER ALARM OPTIONS: Vibration, Sound, and Hourly Alert ON or OFF choices are set and Secure in separate Option Mode.

EL LIGHT: turns on by a twist of the wrist or the push of a button. Light stays on while any button is pushed, for settings in the dark.
3 TIME ZONES can be set for reference
STOPWATCH counts up to 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 59.99 seconds
12 OR 24 Hour CLOCK SELECTION

VIBRALITE MINI BLACK
The smallest, high quality, user friendly Vibration Alarm Watch available. Vibration, Audible or Both Set easily in Option Mode. Text on display prompts you. Button Alert feature will confirm your setting quickly. 12 Daily Alarm Settings Preset for variable reminders. 20 second duration alarm with auto off or can be turned off by pushing any button. Countdown Timer with Auto Repeat.

Black With Nylon Band..........................P/N 11-01135..........................$49.95
Purple Flower Band.............................P/N 11-01136..........................$39.85
Blue W/ Hook And Loop Band..................P/N 11-11137..........................$46.75
Black & Orange W/ Hook & Loop Band.......P/N 11-11138..........................$39.85
Pink W/ Hook & Loop Band.....................P/N 11-11139..........................$39.95

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WALL CLOCK

Black & Orange W/ Hook & Loop Band

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST
CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST
PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice